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Commentary by panelist James McCorkle


All substances hold their secrets. Art—whether painting, choreography or poetry—involves the movement from invisibility to the visible; the further traverse between things, or indeed across the substances of this world becomes the very material of art.  The paintings of Wlodzimierz Ksiazek create metaphors of this traverse—his graven lines are movements as much through as across physical bodies—of wax and pigment—as much as across implied bodies of history and knowledge.  His paintings unleash considerations of relationships, through their metaphoric of color, for example, and the mortality of the body—the flight bees from the wound of earth after Eurydice’s disappearance and Orpheus’ dismemberment.

Ksiazek’s work proposes through its presence the possibility of art not so much as a mode of representation or cognition but as a mode of proximity and contact; this is as the philosopher Emanuel Levinas suggests a poetics of ethics, a poetics of the world of substances.  Painting as Ksiazek practices it suggests, too, the implicit pleasure in proximity.  His work draws us towards touch, toward that contact evoked by Eurydice and Orpheus, one that fuses the senses of sight and touch, the immersion into the world of substances and traverse.  For Ksiazek’s paintings, the visible resists determination, even the mythic staging proposed here, it eludes our desire to contain it but asks us to provide for existence, to disclose it.

The incised lines and geometric forms that have distinguished Ksiazek’s work of the past decade or more are, as we know, drawn from archaeological sites—they are a representation or mapping of prior foundations. These incisions—also one may observe these are wounds of time, Ozymanidan passages, the severing of the Orphic body—are complemented by the palimpsestic washes and layers of pigment and cold wax.  These lines and forms invite us to read his work, which suggests something a bit different than analyze or interpret it.  Reading suggests proximity, the intimate and the very re-presentation of poiesis or making or 
a bringing-forth. Perhaps all art, or the world as semiotic, engages this; if so, it may be a matter of degree and urgency that we experience it in Ksiazek’s paintings.  There is a necessity to read the forms that emerge—in a sense to do so grants us our humanness.  

Yet, like the novelist and playwright Witold Gombrowicz, who Ksiazek considers a central voice informing his growth as an artist, form is to be questioned. In his 1968  A Kind of Testament, Gombrowicz comments that “the contemporary painter has learnt to decompose the visible world into its elements of color and line from which he elaborates a new and arbitrary composition.” While Gombrowicz felt that the visual artist, due to the seeming static nature of the image, is trapped in the moment, “’as it is’,” Ksiazek’s work enacts Gombrowicz’s desire of the “rehumanization of inhumanity” or in “the apprehension of a certain beauty—a hidden secret lying dormant.”

Lately, we have been told of the death of poetry, the death of painting, the death of the book.  We have also been assaulted with the hundreds of thousands of deaths in wars in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan; the legacies of colonial and neo-colonial neglect in the conditions Haiti faces after the recent earthquake; a compounding list of catastrophes that interrogates the focus on aesthetics, on the endeavors of the artist.  Yet it is, and this is no great revelation, the endeavors of the artist that give us substance.  The artist’s work, then becomes a topos of a lost inwardness, a materialization of what the philosopher Giorgio Agamben calls the “coming community” or a “taking place.”  Community, of course is a risky term, one that may evoke as much the apparatus of fatal political and social exclusion as much as a vague celebration of unity.  Art proposes a negotiation of those conditions as well as a resistance to them in the creation of a field of reception and relationality.  

Reception and relation—these, too, signal desire.  It seems difficult to think of poiesis without also considering eros.  The sheer physicality of Ksiazek’s work—even small encaustic works—is remarkable; the making present of presence is of course part of what we recognize in his paintings; yet, too, the very matter of his paintings, the body of his painting attracts us.  Or perhaps repels us.  Regardless, there is the pull to look, to look closely, to look synthesiatically, where our eyes touch, smell, taste.  


Ksiazek’s work operates in what the literary critic Daniel Tiffany, in his Infidel Poetics, describes as lyric obscurity—“a blueprint for monadic communities which are at once inscrutable and reflective, discontinuous and harmonious, solipsistic and expressive . . . . Lyric obscurity [is] not an impediment to social being but a splintering mass of experience . . . in the posthuman world . . . into countless underworlds.”  What then, further interests me in Ksiazek’s work is not only its own physical presence—its substance—but the substance of the communities such an art. I would like to suggest, here, that Ksiazek’s paintings provide for interpretive communities—unsigned, undated, untitled, they enter directly into the transit of exchange and relation; they resist the processes of marked position and attempt to be and to be-in-relation. These paintings evoke, as we view them in time, the double-bind of Orpheus and Eurydice, of relationality and mortality.  

Had Orpheus retrieved Eurydice, where would we be?  What would we have now?  Consider the conclusion of the great Polish/Lithuanian poet Czeslaw Milosz’s late poem “Orpheus and Eurydice”:

It happened as he expected.  He turned his head
And behind him on the path was no one.

Sun. And sky. And in the sky white clouds.
Only now everything cried to him: Eurydice!
How will I live without you, my consoling one!
But there was a fragrant scent of herbs, the low humming of bees,
And he fell asleep with his cheek on the sun-warmed earth.

If you move very close to Ksiazek’s paintings—or especially his encaustic work—you can smell wax and honey, the secret work of bees.

